
 PRISTINE DESTINATIONS. PERSONALIZED LUXURY. EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE.

Miches,  Dominican Republic
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Finolhu Villas,  Kani,  Maldives

IT'S REALLY HAPPENING.
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Xavier Mufraggi
CEO Club Med North America 

E
nter a different time and space in your own 
personalized paradise. Where freedom, 
privacy and pleasure come standard.

Since our humble beginnings in 1950, we have been 

remarkable destinations… As a result, the Club Med 
resorts of today are found in the heart of national 
parks, rainforests, on pristine isolated beaches, 
alongside fairways of distinction, atop majestic Alpine 
mountains and near world wonders.

Our Exclusive Collection, the highest level of resorts 
in our product line, gives you access to perfect escapes 
where dreams come true, where each and every 
whim is catered to with gracious hospitality and 
exceptional services.

You are warmly invited to explore the Exclusive 
Collection and types of luxury experiences we offer 
around the world.

EDITORIAL
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Miches,  Dominican Republic
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EXPERIENCE A WORLD OF LUXURY
Private villas on stilts, alpine mountain chalets with breathtaking panoramic views, cruises on an elegant 5-masted sailing ship, 
Exclusive Collection spaces in Mexico, the Caribbean, and across the four corners of the globe - our Exclusive Collection combines 
remarkable destinations with luxurious accommodations, unmatched hospitality, and customized services including: 
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VILLAS & 
CHALETS

Enjoy the privacy of your own 

space, the personal service of 

a butler, and access the nearby 

resorts' activites and services.

EXCLUSIVE 
COLLECTION 

RESORTS
The most prestigious 

Club Med resorts.

CRUISES
An exceptional 5-masted 

cruise ship, our traveling 

Exclusive Collection Resort with 

itineraries in the Caribbean 

and Mediterreanean.

EXCLUSIVE 
COLLECTION 

SPACES
A private haven featuring 

suites and exclusive services 

within a resort.
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A WORLD
OF EXCEPTIONAL

EXPERIENCES

Rio das Pedras, Brazil
—

Jade Space
Cancún Yucatán, Mexico

—
page 24-25

page 28-29

Punta Cana,  
Dominican Republic
—
page 26-27 

or

Albion Villas

in us

Finolhu Villas
and Manta Space

age 10-11

in es

ASIA &

THE CARIBBEAN &

AMERICAN COAST

pace

ce

alets

age 12-13, 22-23
A 5-Masted

Sailing Ship

—

page 32-33

Val d'Isère, France

age 22-23

—

—
page 16-21

Miches,  
Dominican Republic

Michès Playa Esmeralda Resort

rt

age 14-15

age 30-31

anorama, France

age 22-23

La Réserve Space

Tiara Space

and Albion Plantation Resort

Spectacular oases, luxurious hideaways in a sea 

of magical destinations – a level of excellence and 

happiness you've only dreamed of.
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A WORLD
OF EXCEPTIONAL

EXPERIENCES

e 24-25

e 28-29

age 26-27 

MEDITERRANEAN

COAST

Marrakech, Morocco

—

AFRICA &

MIDDLE EAST Albion Villas

in Mauritius

Finolhu Villas
and Manta Space

—
page 10-11

in the Maldives

ASIA &

INDIAN OCEAN

and Le Lodge Space

Valmorel, France

Valmorel Chalets

—
page 12-13, 22-23

age 32-33

FRENCH ALPS

Le Refuge Space

Val d'Isère, France

—
page 22-23

age 16-21

esort

Cefalù Resort

Sicily, Italy
—
page 14-15

page 30-31

Les Arcs Panorama, France
—
page 22-23

Le Belvédère Space

Le Riad Space

and Albion Plantation Resort
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THE WORLD
TO YOURSELF
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The Maldives
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ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 52 private, eco-chic Villas 
in the Maldives, each with 
a private pool

 A dedicated butler 
and specialized services

 Motu Restaurant, Club Med Spa 
by Cinq Mondes®*, pool bar, tennis 
court and more

T
sea of cerulean blue on the secluded island of 

your Villa’s private pool, basking in the lagoon’s 
beauty and tranquility. Meanwhile, a discreet personal butler 
quietly tends to your every need…

This is not a dream. Nestled in beautiful natural surroundings, 
the award-winning Finolhu Villas are an oasis of peace and 
privacy that will take your breath away. Whether your stilted 
bungalow rests atop a magical blue lagoon or is nestled 

renowned designer Yuji Yamazaki. Here, every imaginable 

Club Med Spa by Cinq Mondes®*, gourmet dinners, chic cocktail 

blanche access to both the 4T Kani resort and it's Manta Exclusive 

It’s all yours.

*At extra cost.
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MEET YOU 
AT THE TOP
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French Alps
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I
magine chic, lodge-style Chalet-apartments in the heart 
of the French Alps' Savoy region. After a long day on the 

while indulging in tea prepared by a “maître de chalet.” 
Soon, you'll retire to your exquisite multi-room apartment to 
change for a private cocktail party and a sumptuous Alpine 
dinner to follow. 

Throughout the winter season, a number of winter sports are 
available – skiing, snowboarding, snowshoeing, cross-country 
skiing, Nordic walking – with programs for group lessons by 
pro ski instructors from the National Ski School (ESF). 

Chalet guests have a special ski room and premium access to 
Club Med Valmorel resort services and amenities, such as the 
Club Med Spa by CARITA®*, turkish bath, jacuzzi, heated indoor 
pool, childcare, restaurants and bars. This ski vacation is the 
peak of excellence.

ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 59 Chalet-style apartments 
with 2, 3 or 4 bedrooms, 
each with direct slope access 
and Mont Blanc views

 Designer interiors with elegant 
bedrooms, baths, full kitchens, 
a lounge area and full bar

 Exclusive ski room, group 
snow sport lessons included, 
and private lessons* available

*At extra cost.
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PURE SICILIAN 
ART DE VIVRE

L
ose yourself to the timelessness of 
standing atop rugged cli ffs overlooking 
a stunning Cefalù Bay. Lounge on an 
oceanfront deck outside your own 

personal bayside suite, combining baroque 
elegance with minimalist design for an intimate 
and elegant experience. Enjoy meals made from 
scratch. In Il Palazzo, the specialty restaurant, 
with a menu designed by Michelin star chef 

of Sicily.

E
leisure as you know it.  Experience the perfect 
balance of happiness and comfort, emulated by 
the duality of sky and sea stretching out from 
every viewpoint. An enchanting rendezvous with 
the alluring spirit of Sicily - you'll discover an 
island drenched in history, a stone's throw from 
the city of Palermo.

Sicily, Italy

R
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ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 35 acres of rugged Sicilian cliffs

 Luxury accommodations with 
breathtaking views of the 
Mediterranean Sea

 A priviledged location to explore 
the most beautiful sites of the region
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AN ECO-CHIC 
OASIS

I
ntroducing the fi rst Exclusive Collection resort 

in the Americas. Miches is a hidden paradise 

featuring miles of untouched tranquil coastlines 

with unique natural gems. Discover whales 

swimming off  the coast of Samaná Bay, the famous 

peak and swing of Montaña Redonda, and the 

cascading waterfalls of El Limón. K e unmatched 

beauty of this region will surely catapult Club Med 

Michès Playa Esmeralda to the top of your travel 

bucket list.

Travelers can expect to enjoy upscale 

accommodations, unique architecture, refi ned 

dining, and modern lounge spaces. K is stunning, 

eco-chic property features four distinct villages in 

one resort, designed for romantics, adventurers and 

wellness seekers alike. Be among the fi rst to 

set foot on the remote virgin beaches of this 

Caribbean oasis, hidden by tropical canopies. Set 

your sights on discovering a new form of beauty,

 and enter a world anew.

*All renderings are subject to change.
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ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 93 acres of a lush Dominican palm grove 
overlooking pristine crystal-blue waters

 Rejuvenating spa and wellness services

 Culturally immersive excursions to 
experience local wonders
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EXPLORER 
COVE

A dynamic refuge that offers families a 
treasure trove of activities. Play with 
your kids all day or let them meet new 
friends at the nearby Children’s Clubs. 

Finish the night with other families for a movie 
under the stars. Here, the young and the young-
at-heart come together to celebrate.

B O U TI Q U E VI LLA GE D ESIGNE D FO R FAMI LI E S
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CARIBBEAN 
PARADISE

S tep into the festive colors and rhythms 
of the Dominican Republic. Start your 
vacation in the heart of it all, and then 
choose your path: poolside activities, 

nightly shows and flavors from all four corners of 
the world await. You'll find the Caribbean vibes 
continue as you head back to your room, with 
decor inspired by local exotic flora.

B O U TI Q U E  VI LL A GE  D E SI GN E D  FO R  E VE R YO N E
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ARCHIPELAGO

Imagine an intimate getaway in a haven 
where the moment you walk into your room, 
you see an endless hue of blue. From your 
own private pool to a personal outdoor 

shower just steps away from the unspoiled 
beach, you and your loved one will have the 
perfect hideaway. Unwind in your oceanfront 
daybed with a book in one hand and a cocktail in 
the other.

B O U TI Q U E  VI LLAGE D ESI GNED FO R  CO UPLE S
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EMERALD 
JUNGLE

C lose your eyes and picture yourself in 
a calm oasis – what do you hear? The 
rustling leaves from the local palms? 
Or perhaps the “ohms” from the treetop 

yoga class? Picture yourself here: tucked away 
in an adults exclusive Zen Oasis steps away 
from the spa.

B O U TI Q U E  VI LL AGE  D E S I GN E D  FO R  AD U L TS
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MAKE IT 
EXCEPTIONAL!

T
hese intimate, luxurious Exclusive 
Collection spaces are set at the heart of 
a 4T resort. Enjoy your very own space, 
complete with premium services, while 

also taking advantage of all the activities of the 4T 
resort. An Exclusive Collection Space offers elegant 
and welcoming accommodations, in addition to 

access to a private ski room or dedicated lounge 
area. 

Simply sit back, relax and experience the true 
meaning of a luxury all-inclusive ski vacation 
with Club Med. From the moment you wake up to 
breakfast in bed to your last glass of champagne 

Exclusive Collection Spaces have everything you 
ever dreamed of! 

Situated in the biggest and best ski domains in the 
world, these Exclusive Collection Spaces offer the 
perfect setting for an unforgettable ski vacation.

Le Refuge | Val d’Isère, France
Le Lodge | Valmorel, France
Le Belvédère | Les Arcs Panorama, France

S
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Val d’Isère

Valmorel
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Les Arcs Panorama
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ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 Dedicated pool to Exclusive 
Collection guests with full-service 
bar 

 Gourmet cuisine with 
mouthwatering regional specialties

 A wine cellar featuring a myriad 
of local and international wines and 
tequilas

 Waterskiing or wakeboarding 
in a lagoon

I
magine a sun-drenched resort with three stellar 
white-sand beaches overlooking the protected, 
sparkling sapphire waters of Cancún’s Great 
Mesoamerican Barrier Reef.... Hands down, you’ve 

found the best beaches on the peninsula. Plus, you’re 
beside the city’s best nightlife, and not far from natural 
and historical world wonders. 

Your Exclusive Collection Jade Space is truly 

concierge will be pleased to organize your all-day room 
service, airport and inter-resort shuttles, excursions* 
to underground rivers and Mayan ruins, as well as 
Club Med Spa by L'OCCITANE®* bookings and dinner 
reservations.

 *At extra cost. 

Cancún Yucatán, Mexico

S
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A PRIVATE 
VIBRANT RETREAT
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*At extra cost.

A TROPICAL 
PARADISE

ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS 

 32 Suites housed in oceanfront 
bungalows

 Dedicated pool to Exclusive 
Collection guests with full-service 
bar

 CREACTIVE by Cirque du Soleil, 
a space dedicated to the circus 
arts

O
ceanfront Suites and fragrant 

paradise. At the heart of a sprawling 
resort, your Exclusive Collection 

Tiara Space is a reserved, tranquil beachfront 

the glistening Caribbean Sea. A concierge 
happily attends to your needs, from all-day 
room service to airport and inter-resort shuttles, 
to Club Med Spa by L'OCCITANE®* bookings, golf 
packages at the oceanfront La Cana and Corales 
golf courses*, even reserving your own private 
chef* for a BBQ luncheon.  

And from tot to teen, kids love the resort’s 
multitude of clubs and activities, with every 
conceivable water and land sport – including the 
new Club Med CREACTIVE by Cirque du Soleil, a 
circus inspired playground with over 25 creative 
and acrobatic activities for all ages.
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Punta Cana, Dominican Republic
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RESERVE 
A PLACE 
IN NATURE

E
xperience the culmination of luxury, 

privacy, privilege and comfort by staying at 

La Réserve, the Exclusive Collection Space 

nestled within the nature of Rio das Pedras. 

Here, guests can perch above the treetops in their own 

spacious penthouse, off ering breathtaking views of the 

shimmering sea and the lush Mata Atlantica, a tropical 

rainforest and nature reserve. La Réserve guests can also 

enjoy their own dedicated pool and lounge bar, along 

with a plethora of exclusive amenities off ered by this 

spectacular and eco-friendly resort.

Rio das Pedras, Brazil

S
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ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 Dedicated pool to Exclusive 
Collection guests with full-service bar 

 Waterskiing or wakeboarding 
in a sheltered creek

 Guided excursions into the lush 
tropical rainforest
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A PALM GROVE 
PARADISE

R
elish the delights of Le Riad, an Exclusive 

Collection Space located in the heart of 

Marrakech La Palmeraie, off ering a multitude 

of amenities and services fi t for a sultan. 

Experience a resort within a resort, a ruby set in the golden 

crown of Marrakech. Beyond the Zen-like comforts of 

their own personal garden suite, Le Riad guests will have 

priority access to the resort’s specialty restaurants and the 

Club Med Spa by CINQ MONDES®*, along with exclusive 

access to Bar du Riad, an elegant and secluded bar.

Marrakech La Palmeraie, Morocco
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ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 Set in Morocco's oldest palm 
grove, a lavish oasis with beautiful 
gardens

 Gourmet cuisine featuring 
authentic local specialties

 Dedicated pool and restaurant 
to Exclusive Collection guests with 
full-service bar

*At extra cost.
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*At extra cost.

SAIL INTO
THE SUNSET

ALL-INCLUSIVE 

RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS

 5-masted sailing ship 
(637 feet long) 

 8 teak decks, 2 seawater 
pools, 2 saunas, and 2 gourmet 
restaurants 

 Water sports center with direct 
sea access

E and cocktail soirées, water sports 
aplenty (even a waterskiing pontoon), 

by CARITA®* massages and the best ports of call. 
You’ll discover new cultural treasures along the 
coastlines of the Mediterranean in the summer, 
and travel through the warm Caribbean waters 
in the winter. The Club Med 2 features 170 Club 
Cabins, 5 Deluxe Cabins, 10 luxurious Suites and 
an exclusive Shipowner’s Suite. 

Explore cultures and natural wonders by 
booking excursions* tailor-made for you. On the 
Club Med 2, we take care of everything. All you 
have to do is relax and let go.
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Mediterranean & Caribbean 
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MEMORIES AWAIT.
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